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Abstract
Wecollectmajorknown algorithmsintheliteratureforﬁnding themaxima ofmulti-dimensional points
and provide a simple classiﬁcation. Several new algorithms are proposed. In particular, we give a new
maxima-ﬁnding algorithm with expected complexity n+O(
p
nlogn) when the input is a sequence of
points uniformly chosen at random from general planar regions. We also give a sequential algorithm, very
efﬁcient for practical purposes.
1 Introduction
Finding the maxima of a given point set is a fundamental problem in computational geometry, which also
arises in many applications such as Pareto-optimality in bargaining games or multicriteria optimization, anal-
ysis of linear programming, analysis of unbounded knapsack problem, statistical decision theory, etc.; see
below for a brief list of instances. In the special case when d = 1, it reduces to ﬁnding the maximum value
of n numbers. We propose in this paper a simple classiﬁcation of several known algorithms for ﬁnding the
maxima, together with several new algorithms; among these are two efﬁcient algorithms—one with expected
complexity n+O(
p
nlogn) when the point samples are issued from some planar regions, and another more
efﬁcient than existing ones.
A point p=(x1;:::;xd) in Rd is said to dominate another point q=(y1;:::;yd) if xi >yi for all i=1;:::;d.
For convenience, we write p Â q. The nondominated points in a point set are called maximal points or
maxima. Similar terms like Pareto optimality (or Pareto front, Pareto solutions, etc.), admissibility, efﬁciency,
and noninferiority have been used in other ﬁelds. Dominance of multidimensional points is a natural and one
of the most widely used partial orders in diverse ﬁelds such as
1. multicriteria decision analysis: see [35, 52];
2. Pareto optimality in multicriteria optimization: see [29, 51];
3. evolutionary computation: see [62, 66];
4. VLSI design: see [42, 47, 58];
5. networks: see [33, 59, 64, 65];
6. knapsack problems: see [2, 27, 39];
7. longest common subsequence problem: see [3, 37];
8. data mining: see [13, 31];
19. graph drawing: see [7, 40];
10. heuristic search in artiﬁcial intelligence: see [1, 22, 49, 57];
11. analysis of linear programming: see [15, 16];
12. transportation: see [18, 20, 21];
13. gene ﬁnding: see [32, 38];
14. statistical decision theory: see [55, 63];
15. ecological process models: see [54, 61].
Alsomanyproblemsincomputationalgeometryinvolvethemaxima-ﬁndingasacomponentproblem; see[14,
28, 36, 53]. For more information and references, see [4, 5, 6], [19, 66] and the webpages List of References on
Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization at www.lania.mx/»ccoello/EMOO/EMOObib.html maintained
byC.A.CoelloCoelloandMultipleCriteriaDecisionAidBibliographyatwww.lamsade.dauphine.fr/mcda/
biblio/index.html by V. Mousseau. In particular, maxima-ﬁnding for points lying in bounded regions can es-
sentially be formulated as an area-minimization problem; see [6].
Several algorithms are known for ﬁnding the maxima of given points, and they can be simply classiﬁed
by looking at the pattern of the corresponding version for d = 1. Actually, we start from looking at the
design paradigm of algorithms for ﬁnding the maximum of n numbers (d = 1), and then identify one natural
algorithm for ﬁnding the maxima in higher dimension. The resulting classiﬁcation is summarized in Table 1;
see next section for a detailed discussion. As we will see, this viewpoint is not only coherent but also inspiring
(for devising more new algorithms in higher dimensions).
d = 1 d > 1
Sequential algorithm Sequential algorithm [46] [10, Algo. M3]
Divide-and-conquer algorithm Divide-and-conquer algorithm [12, 23, 46]
Bucket-select algorithm Bucket algorithm [24, 25]
Quickselect algorithm Selection algorithm [17]
Sieve algorithm Sieve algorithm [10, Algo. M1, M2]
Table 1: A classiﬁcation of known maxima-ﬁnding algorithms according to the design pattern for d = 1.
Apart from the preceding classiﬁcation, we are mainly interested in this paper in algorithms of incremental
type, which are in general simple and have good expected performance. We brieﬂy describe in the next section
knownalgorithmsford =1, andthengiveacorrespondingversionforhigherdimensions. Ournewalgorithms
for general planar regions are given in Sections 3 and 4. A comparative discussion of the latter algorithm with
the list algorithm of Bentley et al. [10] is also given. We then discuss various aspects of different design
paradigms in the last section.
2 Maxima-ﬁnding algorithms: from d = 1 to d > 1
How to ﬁnd the maximum of n numbers? We collect below several simple algorithms and state a natural
extension to ﬁnding the maxima in higher dimensions.
2Sequential algorithms. The most straightforward algorithm for ﬁnding the maximum value of n numbers
has the following incremental, on-line, one-loop pattern:
Algorithm SEQUENTIAL
= =input = fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R; j = 1;:::;n= =
m := a1
for i := 2 to n do
if ai > m then m := ai
= =output m = maxfa1;:::;ang= =
Obviously, the number of comparisons used by this algorithm is n¡1.
Such a pattern has a natural extension to multidimensional inputs (see [10, 46]):
Algorithm SEQUENTIAL(d)
= =input = fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 Rd; j = 1;:::;n, d ¸ 2= =
M := fa1g
for i := 2 to n do
if ai dominates some points in M then
delete these points; M := M[faig
elseif 8b 2 M, ai is incomparable with b then
M := M[faig
= =output M =maximafa1;:::;ang= =
Here we say that two points p and q are incomparable if neither p dominates q nor q dominates p. Kung
et al. [46] used balanced search trees to maintain the maxima found so far, while Bentley et al. [10] used a list
to implement the steps inside the for-loop, and apply the move-to-front heuristic to the dominating point in
the list of maxima when new-inserting points are dominated. We will see later that an implementation using
random search trees turns out to be very efﬁcient in practice.
Divide-and-conquer algorithms. Another simple way to ﬁnd the maximum of n numbers is to use the
half-half divide-and-conquer paradigm:
Algorithm DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER
= =input fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R; j = 1;:::;n= =
maximumfa1;:::;ang (n ¸ 1)
if n = 1 then return an
m1 := maximumfa1;:::;abn=2cg
m2 := maximumfabn=2c+1;:::;ang
if m1 ¸ m2 then return m1
else return m2
= =output maxfa1;:::;ang= =
It is easily seen that the number of comparisons used is also n¡1. Indeed, the solution to the recurrence
fn = fl(n)+ fn¡l(n)+1 with f1 = 0 and l(n) 2 f1;:::;n¡1g satisﬁes fn = n¡1. Thus the half-half dividing
rule can be replaced by other dividing rules without changing the (optimum) worst-case complexity.
This design pattern, although less useful for d = 1, turned out to be very fruitful for higher dimensions;
see [9, 11, 12, 23, 30, 46, 53].
Bucket algorithms. The top-down description of the divide-and-conquer algorithm suggests another algo-
rithm, bucket-select, for ﬁnding selected order statistics in a given sequence; see Mahmoud et al. [48]. The
3generalization of this algorithm to ﬁnding the maxima in higher dimensions is also straightforward; see De-
vroye [24, 25]. No description of these bucket algorithms is given here since we are not discussing them
in this paper. Note that unlike sequential and divide-and-conquer algorithms (deterministic in nature), the
performance of bucket algorithms is more sensitive to the distribution of the input.
Selection algorithms. Yet another algorithm for ﬁnding the maximum of n numbers is quickselect when
always selecting the largest order statistics:
Algorithm QUICKSELECT
= =input P := fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R; j = 1;:::;n= =
quickselect(P) (jPj ¸ 1)
if jPj = 1 then return P
x := a “pivot” element from P
Q := fp 2 P : p > xg
if jQj = 0 then return x
else quickselect(Q)
= =output maxfa1;:::;ang= =
Although the worst-case of this algorithm is quadratic, its expected number of comparisons (assuming that
the input is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables with a common continuous
distribution) is equal to 2n¡2å1·j·n1=j; see Knuth [44].
This simple pattern can be easily extended to ﬁnding the maxima in R2. One natural pattern is the follow-
ing sieve algorithm.
Algorithm SELECTION
= =input = P := fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R2; j = 1;:::;n= =
selection(P)
if jPj = 1 then return P
choose a maximal point, say x in P as the sieve
discard points dominated by x
M := fxg
for each nonempty quadrant Q of x do
M := M[ selection(Q)
return M
= =output M = maximafa1;:::;ang= =
The expected complexity of this algorithm can be quickly seen from considering the special case when the
points are drawn uniformly at random, one independently from the other, from the right triangle with corners
(0;0), (0;1) and (1;0). A good sieve, suggested by the probabilistic analysis in [5], is the point, say x, that
maximizes the sum of both coordinates. The algorithm thus proceeds by ﬁrst locating x, and then continues
recursively for points lying in the second and fourth quadrants of x, respectively. The expected number of
comparisons µn satisﬁes µ0 := 0 and the recurrence (see [5])
µn = bn+c+
(n¡1)!
G(n+1=2) å
2·j<n
G(j+1=2)
j!
µj (n ¸ 1);
(assuming that bn+c comparisons on average are used to split the problem into two smaller problems) where
G denotes the Gamma function. The exact solution is given by (see [5])
µn = 3bn+2b¡c¡(2b¡c)
p
p
n!
G(n+1=2)
(n ¸ 1)
= 3bn+O(
p
n):
4Thus the expected complexity of such a selection algorithm is linear. The limit distribution of the cost can
also be derived by the approach used in [5] if more information on the “splitting toll cost” is available.
Note that the probabilistic analysis is in general less transparent for random points from other regions. For
multidimensional points, a similar algorithm can be devised but an additional merge as that used in divide-
and-conquer algorithms is required.
Another sequential selection algorithm is discussed in Clarkson [17] in which maxima are found one
after another by the following steps: compare each incomparable element p thus far to the set of maxima
(initially empty); drop p if it is dominated; otherwise p remains incomparable and is then used to ﬁnd a new
maximal element by scanning through the remaining incomparable elements, updating p if p is dominated
(again, dominated elements are dropped in the process). The procedure is reminiscent of the selection sort.
Clarkson’s algorithm works for all dimensions, but becomes less useful if maxima are abundant.
Sieve algorithms. Selection algorithms spend some effort in ﬁnding ﬁrst a good sieve point; when more
information on the input is known (in addition to the dimension, like the underlying distribution), one may
quickly identify a sieve point with almost no additional cost, and with good sieving power. A naive pattern
for d = 1 is as follows.
Algorithm SIEVE
= =input P := fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R; j = 1;:::;n= =
M := / 0
choose a sieve point, say x = =x 62 P= =
for i := 1 to n do
if ai > x then M := M[faig
if jMj > 0 then
ﬁnd the maximum value in M
else
use other maximum-ﬁnding algorithm
= =output maxfa1;:::;ang= =
If the underlying distribution of the input is Uniform(0;1), then we can take x = 1¡(logn)=n, so that
M is empty with probability proportional to n¡1. If that really happens, then we can use any algorithm
like SEQUENTIAL to ﬁnd the maximum from zero, and the expected cost so introduced is bounded. The
algorithm has thus an overall expected cost satisfying n+O(logn) if SEQUENTIAL is used when jMj > 0.
Such a sieve-based approach is, although not useful for d = 1, easily rewritten for higher dimensional
problem:
Algorithm SIEVE(d)
= =input P = fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 Rd; j = 1;:::;n, d ¸ 2= =
M := / 0
choose a sieve point, say x = =x 62 P= =
for i := 1 to n do
if ai is not dominated by x then M := M[faig
if all maxima are included in M then
ﬁnd these maxima
else
use other maxima-ﬁnding algorithm
= =output maximafa1;:::;ang= =
The two other algorithms proposed in [10] share the same pattern as above, and as good sieves for random
points issuing from [0;1]d, they take
51. x = (1¡dn;:::;1¡dn) 2 Rd, where dn = n¡1=d(logn)1=d;
2. x = (x
[1]
n ;:::;x
[d]
n ) 2 Rd, where x
[i]
n denotes the bndnc-th largest element in the i-th dimension.
Both choices of p guarantee that all but O(n1¡1=d(logn)1=d) points on average are sieved out by p when
the points are independently and identically chosen from [0;1]d. To check the condition (or certiﬁcate) “all
maxima included in M”, one can divide points in M into two sets when ﬁltering the points: points dominating
p and points incomparable with p. Then the condition “all maxima included in M” holds if there are points
dominating p; otherwise, we can resort to any algorithm with even O(n2) worst-case time bound.
3 A new sieve algorithm
The efﬁciency of sieve algorithms relies heavily on the quality of the sieve, which in turn depends on the
underlying distribution. By construction, both sieve points for SIEVE(d) given in [10] are based on the
assumption that the underlying shape (for the input points) is a hypercube (or, more generally, having an
upper-right corner1; see [5]). It is obvious that when the underlying planar shape does not have an upper-right
corner such as a circle or a triangle of the form @ @, no point inside the region has the power of dominating all
but O(n1¡e) points.
We propose a new sieve algorithm based on the same design pattern as SIEVE(d) but using a curve as a
sieve instead of a point, so that almost all points can be discarded. While the idea is straightforward, ﬁnding
a good certiﬁcate for assuring that all maxima are in the sieved region is non-trivial.
Let X1;X2;:::;Xn be independent and identically distributed random vectors in R2. Assume that X1 is
uniformly distributed in a region
D := f(x;y) : 0 · x · 1;0 · y · f(x)g; (1)
where f(x) is a nonincreasing function on [0;1] with f(0) > 0.
The reason of considering the shape D is that for general planar regions most maxima lie in the upper-right
part; see [5] for more details. Also the case when f(x) = 1¡x is a prototype for general regions; see [6]. Our
result on D can be easily extended to general planar regions R provided that the boundary of the upper-right
part of R has the form of D.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that jDj = 1 and that
f(x)
½
> 0; for 0 · x < 1;
= 0; for x ¸ 1:
Let
S := f(x;y) 2 D : y+d < f(x+d)g;
see Figure 1. If d > 0 is suitably chosen, then there is no maxima in S and the number of points in D¡S is
O(
p
nlogn) with probability 1¡o(n¡1:5). Then we apply the bucket algorithm (see [25]) for points in D¡S
and read off the maximal points there in a suitable order; see below for more details.
To state the algorithm precisely, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let
Z :=
½
(x;y) 2 D : y+
d
2
¸ f
µ
x+
d
2
¶¾
;
and
a := inf
½
x : f
µ
x+
d
2
¶
·
d
2
¾
:
1Roughly, an upper-right corner of a bounded region R is a point on the boundary of R dominating all points in and on R.
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Figure 1: Dissection of the region D.
If
(0;a) ½
[
(xi;yi)2Z
µ
xi¡
d
4
;xi+
d
4
¶
; (2)
then there is no maxima in S.
Proof. Suppose that there is a maximum in S. Then there exists a point (x0;y0) such that y0+d = f(x0+d)
and there is no point in the ﬁrst quadrant of (x0;y0). We now ﬁnd a point (x1;y0)2¶Z, i.e. y0+ d
2 = f(x1+ d
2).
Since f(x0+d) > f(x1+ d
2) and f(x) is nonincreasing,
x1¡x0 >
d
2
;
and there is no point in
Z\f(x;y) : x0 < x < x1g:
These contradict (2).
In view of this lemma, the pattern of our algorithm is then as follows.
Algorithm CURVE-SIEVE
= = input = fa1;:::;ang, aj 2 R2; j = 1;:::;n= =
M := / 0
for i := 1 to n do
if ai:y+d > f(ai:x+d) then M := M[faig
if (2) holds then ﬁnd these maxima
else use other maxima-ﬁnding algorithm
= =output maximafa1;:::;ang= =
Here ai:x and ai:y denotes respectively the x and y coordinates of ai.
Assume that comparisons of the type ai:y+d > f(ai:x+d) takes unit cost. Let Cn denote the number of
comparisons used by the algorithm CURVE-SIEVE for ﬁnding the maxima of fX1;:::;Xng.
7Theorem 1. Take d = 4
q
logn
n . Then the average number of comparisons used by the CURVE-SIEVE algo-
rithm satisﬁes
E(Cn) = n+O
³p
nlogn
´
:
Proof. The number of comparisons used to test if a point lies in S or D¡S is n. Assume at the moment that
the expected number of comparisons used in checking (2) is proportional to the number of points in D¡S.
Then we have
Cn =
½
n+O(the number of points in D¡S); if (2) holds;
O
¡
n2¢
; otherwise:
Now we show that the probability of the event that (2) fails is less than o(n¡1:5). Let m = d4a=de+1 and
deﬁne the strips
Zi := Z\f(x;y) : d(i¡1)=4 < x < di=4g; 1 · i · m:
If (2) fails, then there is at least a strip Zj, j 2 f0;1;:::;mg, in which there is no point. Observe that due to
our choice of a, the height of Zi is no less than d=2, and thus jZij ¸ d2=8. It follows that the probability that
(2) fails is bounded above by
å
1·i·m
(1¡jZij)
n · m
¡
1¡d2=8
¢n
= o(n¡1:5):
Since the probability of the event that the number of points in D¡S is more than O(
p
nlogn) is less than
o(n¡1), we have
E(Cn) =
³
n+O
³p
nlogn
´´¡
1¡o(n¡1)
¢
+O(n)o(n¡1)+O
¡
n2¢
o(n¡1:5)
= n+O
³p
nlogn
´
:
We still need to show that (i) the maxima in D¡S can be found in time O(
p
nlogn), and (ii) the condition
(2) can be checked within the same time bound.
The problem (ii) is easy: we divide the unit interval into d2=de buckets, ﬁnd points in each interval with
the maximum and minimum x-coordinates, respectively, and then the condition (2) can be easily checked.
This is essentially the so-called maximal gap problem; see [25, p. 85].
For problem (i), we use the bucket argument used in Devroye [25] by dividing the region D¡S into small
buckets each of which has at most O(1) expected number of points; this is achievable by uniformity of the
input points in D. We scan the strips from right to left and for the buckets in each strip we go from top to
bottom, checking for the maximal points and each time keeping track of the topmost nonempty bucket in each
strip (so that we need only to check buckets with higher values of y-coordinates for the strip left to the current
one).
Special cases of f(x). (i) When f(x) = 1 for 0 · x · 1, our sieve equation becomes
y
½
> 1¡d; if x < 1¡d;
= 0; if 1¡d · x · 1:
(ii) if f(x) = 2(1¡x), then a = 1¡3d=4 and the sieve equation is y < 2(1¡x)¡3d for x · a.
Extension to higher dimensions. The same sieving procedure can be applied to higher dimensions with
suitable modiﬁcations, but the bucket argument (used to guarantee a linear expected time bound) does not
extend easily. One may apply the divide-and-conquer algorithm (see [46, 53]) instead of bucket algorithm for
points not sieved out, but the error term becomes slightly bigger O(n1¡1=d(logn)c) for some constant c > 1=d
depending on d.
84 A sequential tree algorithm
Our description of SEQUENTIAL(d) is completely general in that we can implement the steps inside the
for-loop by different types of data structures. The original implementation by Bentley et al. [10] used a list
(together with the move-to-front heuristic), and it is proved by Devroye [26] that the expected number of
vector comparisons used by the list algorithm (with or without the move-to-front rule) satisﬁes n+o(n) if the
input points are taken uniformly at random from [0;1]d, one independently of the others; see also Clarkson
[17], Golin [34] for d = 2.
When the underlying distribution changes from the hypercubes to other regions, simulations suggest that
the list algorithm may become less efﬁcient, although rigorous analysis is still lacking; see [10, 34]. We
propose in this section an implementation using random search trees for d = 2 (instead of balanced search
trees as in [46]). The tree is essentially a quadtree, but without the ﬁrst and the third quadrants. The algorithm
is very efﬁcient in practice and robust to different distributions, but the extension to higher dimensions and
the analysis of its expected cost are not clear and left open.
Algorithm FIND-MAX
= =input: A list of points P := fpi = (xi;yi) : 1 · i · ng
T Ã ?
for i := 1 to n do
update-maxima(pi;T)
= =output: T := the tree containing all maximal vectors of P
= =input: A point pi and T := the tree containing all maximal vectors of fp1;p2;:::;pi¡1g.
update-maxima(pi;T)
if (T = ?) then
insert pi into T; return
compare pi and T:key = =T.key := point at the root node = =
case 1: pi lies in the ﬁrst quadrant of T:key
T:key := pi = =pi replaces T:key = =
prune(left;T) = =prune the left subtree = =
prune(right;T) = =prune the right subtree = =
case 2: pi lies in the second quadrant of T:key
update-maxima(pi;T:left)
case 3: pi lies in the third quadrant of T:key
do nothing
case 4: pi lies in the fourth quadrant of T:key
update-maxima(pi;T:right)
= =output: T := the tree containing all maximal vectors of fp1;p2;:::;pig.
= =input: b 2 fleft, rightg and T := a tree to be properly pruned.
prune(b, T)
check := T
next := check.b
while (next 6= ?) do
if (next.key lies in the third quadrant of check.key) then
next := next.b
remove check.b and check.b’s b subtrees
= =left := right and right := left= =
else
b := b
9next := check.b
= =output: more compact T
List algorithm vs tree algorithm. While a general analysis of the expected number of comparisons used
by our tree algorithm is not easy, there is a special case when the analysis becomes straightforward: it is the
case when
Ctree
n (A) ·Clist
n (A);
where A is the set of input points, Ctree
n denotes the number of comparison used by our tree algorithm, and
Clist
n that by the list algorithm of Bentley et al. when the “move-to-front” heuristic is not used.
When the input points are taken independently and identically at random from the unit square, Devroye
[26] showed that
E(Clist
n ) = n+o(n);
and the same time bound applies to E(Ctree
n ).
n list list+MTF tree
10 1:499 1:307 1:316
102 1:808 1:560 1:406
103 1:573 1:309 1:187
104 1:370 1:201 1:069
105 1:261 1:136 1:028
106 1:198 1:084 1:010
107 1:137 1:025 1:003
108 1:095 1:016 1:0002
n list list+MTF tree
10 2:076 1:792 1:655
102 4:695 3:683 2:442
103 7:249 4:901 2:567
104 9:672 5:237 2:543
105 12:629 7:019 2:512
106 14:351 9:189 2:513
107 17:585 10:918 2:517
108 21:326 13:866 2:576
Table 2: Average number of comparisons per element (by simulations) when the underlying region is the unit
square (left) and the right triangle with corners (0;0), (0;1) and (1;0) (right); MTF denotes “move-to-front.”
Simulations also suggested that the number of comparisons has large variance (of the order of mean
square), so that larger scale simulations are needed in order to obtain more meaningful approximations.
5 Comparative discussions
We brieﬂy discuss the preceding algorithms from several different angles.
Maxima-ﬁnding vs sorting. Knuth [45] classiﬁed major sorting algorithms by the main operations used:
insertion, exchanging, selection, merging, and distribution. An alternative classiﬁcation, similar to that of
Knuth’s, of maxima-ﬁnding algorithms is given in Table 3.
Sorting before divide-and-conquer vs sorting after divide-and-conquer. Sorting is usually used be-
fore divide-and-conquer to achieve better worst-case performance. The scenario changes when considering
average-case complexity because in most cases the number of maxima is at most O(n1¡e) on average, and
thus sorting after divide-and-conquer is preferable, especially when the number of maxima is small like logn
or
p
n.
10Paradigms Main operations
Sequential algorithms Insertion
Selection algorithms Selection
Divide-and-conquer algorithms Merging
Bucket algorithms Distribution
Sieve algorithms Sieving
Table 3: Main operations used by each design paradigm.
Probabilistic vs deterministic. Once a good sieve for sieve algorithms is selected, we may completely
neglect the case when the “certiﬁcate” fails, giving a probabilistic algorithm that ﬁnds all maxima with high
probability. This adds to the ﬂexibility of sieve algorithms. However, the certiﬁcate like (2) may in general
not easy to be devised.
Known vs unknown underlying distribution. Different cost is needed when ﬁnding the maximum of n
numbers with given information. Typical examples include:
1. Maximum-ﬁnding without any a priori information on the input requires n¡1 comparisons;
2. Zero comparison is needed if one knows that the given input is a sorted sequence;
3. Maximum-ﬁnding takes Q(
p
n) expected time if the input is a random walk; see Odlyzko [50];
4. A probabilistic algorithm (with an error probability O(n¡c) of ﬁnding the maximum) with cost satisfy-
ing O((logn)2) is given in Ting and Yao [60];
5. O(logn) expected time is needed for ﬁnding the maximum value in a binary search tree.
Our sieve algorithm CURVE-SIEVE assumes that the input points are randomly taken from some planar
region with about O(
p
n) maxima on average; are there good sieve algorithms when this a priori information
of the input points is not available?
Worst-case vs typical case. The two-dimensional maxima problem may be regarded as an easy problem
as far as worst-case complexity is concerned because one can simply sort the points according to their x-
coordinates and then read off their y-coordinates from right to left, looking for right-to-left maximal elements.
This results in an O(nlogn) algorithm. Our main interests here lie in maxima-ﬁnding algorithms with linear
expected cost and of practical value.
There are data structures in the literature capable of maintaining dynamically (insertion and deletion) the
current maxima in worst-case time bound logn, but their practical usefulness is unclear; see [41] and the
references therein. For other notions like output-sensitive and distribution-sensitive algorithms, see [43, 56].
Again the main focus of these algorithms is on worst-case instead of average-case as we emphasized in this
paper.
Square vs other regions. Most probabilistic analysis of maxima-ﬁnding algorithms assume that the input
is uniformly distributed in a unit square. The results so obtained only reﬂect the tip of an iceberg since the
number of maxima is very different for other general planar regions. Also efﬁcient randomized algorithms
for square may become less efﬁcient for other inputs. See Fukuda et al. [31] for a concrete situation where
different distributions arise.
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